
 

 

 

The Stanley O’Neill letter on Pewcroft Plague  
Yellow Flatcoats had probably appeared now and then since the days when the 
breed was born. When the Golden Retriever, at least partially being a Flatcoat, 
was established in the beginning of the previous century it was registered as 
Golden Flatcoated Retriever for some time. The fact that there is a yellow long 
coated Retriever is probably the major reason why yellow Flatcoats haven’t been 
accepted, unlike the Labrador, where the colours black, yellow or liver / chocolate 
are accepted, with the addition that yellow range from light cream to red fox. During 
the nineteen sixties the odd yellow Flatcoats started to appear more frequently in 
several countries and a quite natural reaction was that it must be caused by a 
Flatcoat/Golden or a Flatcoat/Labrador mix made sub rosa. Most probably it was 
to some extent, even if the “hidden” yellow gene had been there all the time.   

Mr Stanley O’Neill (Pewcroft) was one of the most influential breeders at that 
time. The aging Mr O’Neill wanted to ease his conscience and decided to tell the 
true story about his interbred bitch Pewcroft Plague, being a Labrador/Flatcoat 
mix, born in 1939, and with an immense impact on the post war Flatcoat. The 
letter below was written to his friend Joan Mason (Heronsflight) who made an 
extract of the vital parts in 1984.  

I’ve written in depth about the Pewcroft Plague story in two articles, being 
published on workingflatcoatedretriever.com, and I’m quite sure that Mr O’Neill 
wasn’t fully true when telling the story. He was the most concerned, solid and 
knowledgeable supporter of the breed for sure and one of the greatest Flatcoat 
breeders of all times. But for some reason he couldn’t be fully open with what 
obviously, and according to his own words, was an Interbred but for some reason 
being registered as a pure bred. Looking backwards Pewcroft Plague played a 
dominant role in the reconstruction of the breed after world war II, adding must 
valuable outcross blood to a narrow gene pool and strengthening the working 
qualities of the breed.  

It sounds likely that the frequent occurrence of yellow Flatcoats today is affected 
by the continuous linebreeding back to Plague, not the least via influential sires 
like Tonggreen Sparrow Boy, with six lines back to Plague, appearing countless 
times in the pedigrees of most (probably all) modern Flatcoats.    

Ingemar Borelius, 2018-01-01  

					
	



	



	



	


